Tapoly Named Amongst Best SaaS Companies in the UK by TechRound
We are delighted to announce that Tapoly has been announced as one of the top 66 SaaS
(software as a service) companies in the UK by TechRound, the UK’s leading voice for
startups. In a competition known as the SaaS 66, Tapoly has been praised for their
innovation and contribution to a fast-growing area within the UK’s tech and startups
industries.
The announcement follows a week of judging from an expert panel including Pete Hanlon,
CTO at Moneypenny, Collette Allen, Services Director at Smart Search, Stephen Page,
Founder of SFC Capital and Mina Samaan, Principle at MMC Ventures with a portfolio of
successful startups including Gousto and Pact Coffee and Bloom & Wild.
Previous finalists of TechRound’s campaigns have included Monzo, TikTok, Revolut,
PensionBee and many others who have gone on to achieve huge success and this year we
have seen Cyclr, Robinhood and Wefarm take the top spots.
TechRound is the UK’s leading voice for UK startups and SMEs as well as industry news and
opinions and the SaaS66 is an ideal platform for companies in a sometimes-underappreciated sector of the UK economy to shine. TechRound has always been a great place to
showcase the UK’s startup talent and the remarkable progress continually made in the
startup and tech industry by so many companies.
TechRound co-Founder David Soffer commented: “Software as a service (SaaS) is something
we all use on a regular basis, and the last year has only highlighted this further. The UK has
given rise to so many fabulous companies in this space who are innovating and doing
incredible things with their companies.”
TechRound co-Founder Daniel Tannenbaum commented: “The TechRound team have been
so impressed with the calibre of candidates and it is truly remarkable what the UK has to
offer in terms of SaaS – and ultimately how far SaaS has come in the last decade.”
“We saw a number of quality candidates who are using SaaS technology to make life simpler
and also address real problems in the organisation and society.”
“We’re incredibly proud to be able to feature the SaaS66, a campaign which showcases the
exceptional startups that the UK has to offer the world. TechRound is passionate about
making sure startups and innovative businesses in the UK are given the voice and
recognition they deserve - and the SaaS industry was a great sector for us to shine a light
on.”
You can read more here: https://techround.co.uk/saas-66/16-tapoly/
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